
Tie

An effect of absolute lightness which comes from the slim curved sheet

metal feet, which support the top and give a decisively original complement

to it. The Tie table is available in different heights and in the versions with

a round or hexagonal table top.   Thanks to its discreet and essential lines,

but embellished by the many finishes in which it is proposed, it lends itself

to both home and contract use and can be combined with different types of

furnishings. The top, available in numerous finishes such as wood,

lacquered, ceramic and marble, allow Tie to acquire a very different

appearance, according to the material chosen. The timeless effect of its

design and constructive and aesthetic elements are the perfect expression

of Bonaldo’s production excellence.

https://bonaldo.com/en


Tie Ø42

Width: 42cm

Depth: 42cm

Height: 50cm

Tie Ø48

Width: 48cm

Depth: 48cm

Height: 40cm

Tie 120

Width: 120cm

Depth: 66cm

Height: 30cm

Tie 150

Width: 150cm

Depth: 77cm

Height: 30cm

Lacquered wood

Glossy mauve

Lacquered wood

Glossy marsala

Lacquered wood

Glossy caramel

Lacquered wood

Khaki caramel

Lacquered wood

Glossy peacock

blue

Lacquered wood

Glossy cadet blue

Silk finish ceramic

Calacatta macchia

vecchia

Glossy ceramic

Calacatta

Glossy ceramic

Gold Onice

Mat ceramic

Iridium white

Mat ceramic

Graphite grey

Mat ceramic

Ardesia grey

Mat ceramic

Laurent

Marble

Calacatta

Marble

Marquinia

Marble

Emperador

Marble

Carrara

Data sheet

Round top

Wood

Ceramic

Shaped top

Marble



Veneered wood

Heat-treated oak

Mat ceramic

Ardesia grey

Glossy ceramic

Calacatta

Silk finish ceramic

Calacatta macchia

vecchia

Glossy ceramic

Gold Onice

Mat ceramic

Graphite grey

Mat ceramic

Iridium white

Mat ceramic

Laurent

Painted metal

Mat white

Painted metal

Mat dove grey

Painted metal

Mat anthracite

grey

Painted metal

Mat bronze

Painted metal

Mat lead

Painted metal

Mat pearl gold

Painted metal

Mat platinum

Wood

Ceramic

Legs

Metal

Plus Metal

The samples above represent the complete range of materials and finishes available for this product (regardless of the top shape or size, in the case of

tables). Fabrics, eco-leather, leather and emery leather shown in this website are a selection. Colors and finishes are approximate and may slightly differ

from actual ones. Please visit Bonaldo dealers to see the complete sample collection and get further details about our products.


